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Chapter 
Topology and armative
predicates
In the rst part of this monograph we considered predicates to be subsets of
an abstract set of states If we think of the states as the denotations of results
of computations of programs then predicates become computationally mean
ingful in the sense that we can use partial information about a computation
to tell whether or not a predicate holds for that computation A predicate for
which only nite information about a computation is needed to arm whether
it holds is called an armative predicate
The set of armative predicates is closed under nite intersections and ar
bitrary unions Hence armative predicates can be identied with the open
sets of a topological space The idea that open sets are observable predi
cates was proposed by Smyth in 	
 although it is also briey mentioned
in  Smyth interprets open sets as semidecidable properties in some
eectively given topological space More generally open sets can be inter
preted as nitely observable predicates  Alpern and Schneider 
and Kwiatkowska  use open sets as nite liveness predicates and closed
sets as safety predicates to formalize the informal characterization of liveness
and safety properties of Lamport  The name armative predicates has
been introduced by Vickers 
 for denoting the abstract open sets of a frame
Armative predicates are also called veriable predicates by Rewitzky 
who uses the term observable for predicates which are both armative and
refutative

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In this chapter we introduce a few topological concepts which we will also
need in the subsequent chapters We motivate these concepts from the point
of view of the armative predicates
 Armative and refutative predicates
Assume that we run a program which outputs a sequence of states in 
Let P be a predicate on 

 the set of all nite and innite sequences of
states Following the denitions of Chapter  the predicate P can be seen
extensionally as a subset of 

 which holds for a sequence w in 

if w is an
element of P  In practice we can inspect the output sequence w of the program
as it proceeds Hence based only on the nite segments of w which have been
output so far we can sometimes arm whether the predicate P holds for
w  We can never arm on the basis of our nite observations whether the
predicate
P  fv  

j v has innitely many occurrences of s   g
holds for w  We need to rene our denition of predicate to capture predi
cates that we can observe Informally a predicate P on a set X is said to be
armative if we can arm that it holds for some x in X only on the basis of
what we can actually observe where an observation must be made within a
nite amount of time In general there is no requirement that the absence of
a property should be observable A predicate P is said to be refutative if we
can refute it for some x in X on the basis of nite information
Dierent physical assumptions on the nature of the observations will describe
dierent collections of armative predicates For example we can assume that
our program can diverge that is it can produce some nite output and then
compute forever without any further output Hence we cannot distinguish on
the basis of nite segments of an output w between a computation which halts
and a computation which diverges Under this assumption a predicate P on


is armative if for all w  P there exists a nite segment v of w such that
every extension of v belongs to P  Clearly the predicate fwg is not armative
for all sequences w  whereas the set w of all extensions of w is an armative
predicate if the sequence w is of nite length
Alternatively we can assume that our program can continue forever outputting
an innite sequence but that it has also the additional capacity to halt for

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example by signaling when a computation terminates Thus we have that for a
nite sequence w both the predicates fwg and w are armative Technically
this can be obtained as follows A predicate P on 

is armative if for all
w  P there exists a natural number n such that if the length of the longest
common prex of w and any other string v is less than n then v belongs to
P 
For every set X  to arm x  X no observation is necessary It can be just
armed Hence X itself is always an armative predicate Also we can never
arm x   for all x  X  Hence  is an armative predicate of X 
In general armative properties over a set X are closed under arbitrary unions
and nite intersections Let P
i
 for i  I  be an arbitrary collection of prop
erties on X  To arm x 
S
I
P
i
it is enough to arm x  P
i
for some i  I 
Hence if all P
i
are armative properties of X then also their union
S
I
P
i
is
an armative predicate The same cannot be said for arbitrary intersections
To arm x 
T
I
P
i
we need to arm x  P
i
for all i  I  If I is an innite set
this may take an innite amount of time even if all P
i
are armative proper
ties However if I is a nite index set and all P
i
are armative properties
then also
T
I
P
i
is armative
The complement of an armative predicate is in general not armative
Indeed to arm x  X n P we must refute x  P  Therefore complement
transforms armative properties in refutative ones and vice versa Using the
De Morgans laws we have that refutative properties are closed under nite
unions and arbitrary intersections Since the classical implication P  Q can
be dened in terms of complement neither armative nor refutative properties
are closed under classical implication
The closure of armative properties under nite intersections and arbitrary
unions implies that they form a topology on X 	

Denition  A topology on a set X is a collection OX  of subsets
of X that is closed under nite intersections and arbitrary unions with the
convention that the empty intersection is the set X and the empty union is
 A topological space is a set X together with a topology OX  on X  The
elements of OX  are the open sets of the space
To simplify notation we usually write X for a topological space X OX 
Notice that a topology OX  on a set X is a complete lattice when ordered
by subset inclusion Since arbitrary unions distribute over nite intersections
the lattice of open sets of a topological space X is a frame

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A subset c of a space X is said to be closed if it is the complement of an
open subset of X  The collection of all closed sets of X is denoted by CX 
and dually to the case of open sets is closed under nite unions and arbitrary
intersections Closed sets are ordered by superset inclusion Any topology on
X induces a closure operator For every subset V  X dene its closure clV 
as the smallest closed set including V  that is
clV  

fc  CX  j V  cg
One can easily verify that V  clV  cl   and clV   clclV 
The latter implies that the xed points of cl are exactly the closed sets of X 
Moreover for any subsets V

and V

of X  clV

V

  clV

 clV

 and
if V

 V

then clV

  clV


On a set X we can always dene at least two topologies the discrete topology
O
d
X   PX  every predicate is armative and the indiscrete topology
O
i
X   fX g no nontrivial predicate is armative
A topology on a set X can be specied in terms of a collection of elementary
armative properties Other properties can then be constructed by closing
them under arbitrary unions and nite intersections
Denition  A subbase B of a topology OX  is a collection of open
sets such that every open set is the union of intersections of nitely many
elements of B  If B is already closed under nite intersections then it forms
a basis and its elements are called basic opens A space having a countable
base is said to be second countable 
For example the collection of all singletons fxg with x  X  is a subbase
for the discrete topology The singleton fxg represents the most elementary
nontrivial armation we can make about X 
Once we have xed a collection of subbasic armative properties on a set
X  then we can use it to determine which elements are observationally equiva
lent Even more we can use armative properties to determine an information
preorder between points x

has all observable information of x

if every ar
mative predicate of x

is also an armative predicate of x


Denition  Let X be a topological space The specialization preorder


O
on X induced by the topology OX  is dened for x

and x

in X  by
x



O
x

if and only if o  OX   x

 o  x

 o 

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For example consider the set of nite and innite strings 

together with
the topology dened by taking as basic open sets the sets w of all extensions
of w  for all nite strings w  For arbitrary strings v

and v

of 

 we have
v



O
v

if and only if every nite prex w of v

is also a nite prex of v


But this is equivalent to stating that v

is a prex of v

 Hence the prex
order on strings and the specialization preorder coincide
If we take as subbasic opens for 

both w and fwg for nite strings w
then v



O
v

if and only if v

 v

 To prove the last statement it is enough
to consider the following two cases
i if v

is a nite string then fv

g is an armative predicate of both v

and v

if and only if v

 v


ii if v

is innite then v



O
v

if and only if every nite prex of v

is a
prex of v

 that is v

 v


Topological spaces can be classied on the basis of the possibility to separate
dierent points by means of opens
Denition  A space X is said to be T

if the induced specialization
preorder


O
is antisymmetric that is it is a partial order If


O
is also
discrete then X is said to be a T

space Finally X is said to be a T

space
or Hausdor if whenever x

and x

are two distinct points of X  there are
two disjoint open sets containing x

and x

respectively
Every T

space is T

 and every T

space is T

 In practice we almost always
identify any two points of a space X which have the same information that
is most of the computationally interesting spaces are at least T

 Dene an
equivalence relation  on X by
x

 x

if and only if x



O
x

and x



O
x


If we now write x  for the equivalence class containing x  and X  for the set
of equivalence classes then the T

ication of X is dened as the space X 
with as opens the collection of all sets fx  j x  og for all o  Ox 
Let f  X 	 Y be a function between topological spaces and let P be a
predicate on Y  To arm that f x  has the predicate P  it should suce to
arm x  f

P
Denition  Let X and Y be two spaces A function f  X 	 Y is
	
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called continuous if for all opens o of Y 
f

o  fx j f x   og
is open in X or equivalently if the inverse of each closed set is closed Topo
logical spaces form a category Sp with as morphisms the continuous functions
We write Sp

and Sp

for the full subcategories of T

and T

spaces respec
tively
It is easy to see that a continuous function f  X 	 Y is monotonic with
respect to the specialization orders of X and Y  Proposition 	
	 Hence
continuous functions preserve the observable information For example the
assignment x 
	 x  from a space X to its T

icationX  denes a continuous
function
 Specications	 saturated sets and lters
In 	
 it was suggested that a specication of an object a program for
example can be an arbitrary list of armative predicates understood as a
conjunction that the object has to satisfy Although in practice lists of nite or
countable length of armative predicates are enough as specications lists of
arbitrary length are a useful mathematical generalization which will make the
theory we develop in the successive chapters easier In our view of armative
predicates as open sets of a topological space a speciable predicate is a set
obtained as the intersection of arbitrarily many open sets that is a saturated
set Saturated sets which are intersections of countably many open sets are
often called G

sets in the literature
Denition  Let X be a topological space A subset q of X is said to be
saturated if
q 

fo  OX  j q  og
The collection of the saturated subsets of X is denoted by QX 
An intersection system on a set X is a collection of subsets of X closed under
arbitrary intersection For every space X  the collectionQX  of saturated sets
is by denition the least intersection system including all open subsets of X 
Moreover by using the complete distributivity we can express an arbitrary

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union of saturated sets as an intersection of opens Since the latter is a satu
rated set we have that saturated sets are closed under arbitrary unions and
arbitrary intersections Therefore QX  is a ring of subsets of X  from which
it follows that QX  ordered by subset inclusion is a completely distributive
lattice
Notice also that QX  is a topology on X which is closed under arbitrary
intersections Hence for a T

space X  QX  coincides with the collection of
all upper sets of X with respect to the specialization order


O
 page 	
Lemma  For a T

space X and A  X 
A 

fo  OX  j A  og
where A is the upper closure of A with respect to the specialization preorder


O
on X induced by the topology OX 
Proof The inclusion from left to right is immediate since every open set is
upper closed with respect to the specialization preorder


O
 Conversely let
x 
T
fo  OX  j A  og and assume x  A Then a 


O
x for all a  A
Thus for all a  A there exists o
a
 OX  such that a  o
a
and x  o
a
 For
o 
S
fo
a
j a  Ag we then have the contradiction that A  o and x  o 
In case X is a T

space the specialization order is the identity Thus every
subset of X is upper closed From the above discussion it follows that every
predicate of X is speciable that is QX   PX 
A specication F  understood as list of armative predicates over a space X 
is said to be
i proper if   F 
ii deductively closed if P  F and P  Q implies Q  F  and
iii consistent if P  F and Q  F implies P  Q  F 
The above merely says that a proper deductively closed and consistent spec
ication is a lter of the lattice of opens OX  If we want to specify a single
element of X then completely prime lters are more adequate a point which
satises the disjunction of some predicates satises at least one of these pred
icates Indeed it can be easily checked that a space X is T

if and only if for
every completely prime lter F of OX  there exists at most one point x  X

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such that
F  fo  OX  j x  og
A space with a bijective correspondence between points and their specications
is called sober
Denition  A space X is said to be sober if for every completely prime
lter F of OX  there exists exactly one point x  X such that
F  fo  OX  j x  og
For example every Hausdor space is sober  Proposition 		 From
the above characterization of T

spaces in terms of completely prime lters
it follows that every sober space is T

 The full subcategory of Sp whose
objects are sober spaces will be denoted by Sob For an example of a T

space
which is not sober and of a sober space which is not T

we refer to  IV
Example 
 Examples of topological spaces
In this section we introduce the topologies which we will use in the remaining
chapters
Alexandrov topology
Given a poset P  the Alexandrov topology O
A
P on P is dened as the collec
tion of all upper closed subsets of P  Clearly if P is a discrete poset then the
Alexandrov topology on P coincides with the discrete topology In general a
poset P with the Alexandrov topology is a T

space
The specialization preorder induced by the Alexandrov topology coincides with
the partial order on P  Hence the collection of saturated subsets of P coincides
with the collection of Alexandrov open subsets of P  A function f  P 	 Q
between two posets is monotone if and only if it is continuous with respect to
their Alexandrov topologies 	

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Scott topology
The Alexandrov topology on a poset is not always computationally adequate
it should be rened in a such way that if we can arm that a predicate holds
for the least upper bound of a directed set V then we can arm it already for
some of its approximants in V
Denition  The Scott topology O
S
P on a dcpo P consists of all the
upperclosed subsets of P such that for any directed set D  X 

D  o  D  o  
As in the case of the Alexandrov topology the specialization preorder induced
by the Scott topology on a dcpo P coincides with the partial order on P 		
Remark II 	 Hence the collection of saturated sets of P coincides with the
Alexandrov topology on P  Also a function f  P 	 Q between two dcpos
is continuous for the Scott topologies of P and Q if and only if it preserves
directed joins 	
The Scott topology generalizes the discrete topology in the following sense
For a set X  if we assume that singleton sets fxg are the most elementary
armations we can make then the collection of all armative predicates is
the discrete topology on X  Assume that we can also arm that no element has
been observed yet for example because of divergence This can be described
as the Scott topology on the at cpo X

 every subset of X is Scott open as
well as the set X  fg Notice that for at cpos the Alexandrov and the
Scott topology coincide
The following proposition relates sober spaces and dcpos  Lemma 
Proposition  If X is a sober space then the specialization preorder on
X has all directed joins Moreover every open set o  OX  is Scott open 
The converse of the above proposition is false not every dcpo is sober even
when taken with the Scott topology  The desired result can be obtained
if we impose more structure on a dcpo In particular an algebraic dcpo P
taken with the Scott topology is sober  In this case we can describe
the Scott topology by means of the compact elements of P  the set of all upper
closed sets  b for compacts b  KP forms a basis for the Scott topology of
P 

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The lattice of open sets of a space X is clearly a dcpo In the previous section
we suggested that specications are lists of open sets and hence a predicate on
the lattice OX  A specication F is said to be nitary if it is a Scott open set
of the lattice OX  that is whenever the union of a directed set D  OX 
of armative predicates is in F  then some predicate in D is already in F 
Scott open lters allow us to dene compact subsets as nitarily speciable
subsets
Denition  A subset S of a space X is compact if and only if the set
fo  OX  j S  og
is a Scottopen lter of OX  A space X is said to be compact if the set X
is compact
Equivalently one can use the following more standard denition of com
pactness A subset S of a space X is compact if and only if for every directed
collection D of open sets in OX  such that S 
S
D there exists an open set
o  D such that S  o Notice that an open subset of a space X is compact if
and only if it is a compact element of the dcpo OX  in the domain theoretical
sense as introduced in Section 


For example in any space X  every nite subset of X is compact as well
as any arbitrary subset containing the least element  with respect to the
specialization preorder on X  Also for an algebraic dcpo P taken with the
Scott topology every basic open set  b with b  KP is compact
A useful tool for proving compactness of a space is the Alexander subbasis
theorem 
Proposition  Let X be a space with subbase B  Then X is compact if
for every directed collection D of subbasic open sets in B such that X 
S
D
there exists an open set b  D with X  b 
Stone and spectral spaces
We have seen in the previous subsection that an open subset of a space X is
compact if and only if it is a compact element of the dcpo OX  in the domain
theoretical sense However the lattice OX  need not to be algebraic
Denition  A space X with an algebraic lattice of opens OX  is said

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to be locally open compact
This means that the collection KOX  of compact open subsets of X forms a
basis for the topology OX  Therefore locally open compact space are often
called spaces with a basis of compact opens 		 In terms of points locally
open compactness can be formulated as follows for a proof of the proposition
below see either 		 or 

Proposition 
 Let X be a space The lattice OX  is an algebraic dcpo
if and only if for every point x  X and open set o  OX  such that x  o
there exists a compact open set u  KOX  satisfying x  u  o 
Locally open compactness does not imply soberness every poset P taken with
the Alexandrov topology is a locally open compact space but need not to be
sober For x  P and Alexandrov open o such that x  o if we take the
compact Alexandrov open set  x then we have x   x  o
Also the Scott topology of an algebraic dcpo P is locally open compact and
sober For x  P and Scott open o satisfying x  o by denition of alge
braicity and of the Scott topology there exists a compact element b  KP
such that b  x and b  o Hence x   b  o Since  b is compact in the
Scott topology of P  it follows that P as a topological space is locally open
compact
Locally open compact spaces are of interest because they are nitary in the
following sense every armative predicate can be retrieved by the nitarily
speciable armative predicates because the lattice of opens OX  is iso
morphic to the ideal completion of its basis of compact opens KOX 
Denition  A topological space X is said to be spectral if the set
KOX  of compact open subsets of X forms a basis for OX  and it is closed
under nite intersections If moreover compact opens are closed under com
plement then X is said to be a Stone space
Since nite unions of compact opens are again compact open sets it follows
that in a spectral space X  the lattice KOX  of compact opens is distributive
while in a Stone space X the lattice KOX  of compact opens is a Boolean
algebra
Our interest in spectral and Stone spaces is justied by the following obser
vation Every SFP domain taken with the Scott topology is spectral 
and every compact ultrametric space taken with the metric topology to be
dened below is a Stone space  Corollary 	

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Coherent spaces
The key property of spectral and Stone spaces is the fact that their lattice
of open sets is algebraic Hence every open set can be obtained as union of
compact open sets A weaker but similar result can be obtained for a larger
class of topological spaces the coherent spaces
Denition  For a space X let KQX  be the set of all compact satu
rated sets of X  The space X is said to be coherent if it is sober KQX  is
closed under nite intersections and for all open sets o it holds that
o 

fu  OX  j q  KQX  u  q  og
By the above denition it follows that in a coherent space X  every open set
is the directed union of all compact saturated sets which are included in it
that is every armative predicate on X can be approximated by nitarily
speciable predicates
Every spectral space and hence every Stone space is coherent However
not every algebraic dcpo even if taken with the Scott topology is coherent
Coherent spaces as nitary algebraic structures proximity lattices are studied
in 
Metric topology
Partial orders and metric spaces play a central role in the semantics of pro
gramming languages see eg 
 and  The order can be used to give
a comparative description of computations whereas the metric gives quan
titative information This quantitative information can be used to dene a
topology on the underlying set
Denition  The metric topology on a metric space X is dened by
taking as open sets all subsets o  X with the following property
x  o    B

x   o
where B

x   fy j d
X
x  y g

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For every  and x  X the ball B

x  is an open set in the metric topology
Even more the set of all balls B

x  for every    and x  X forms a basis
for the metric topology One can easily verify that every metric space with the
above topology forms an Hausdor space and hence that it is a sober space
It follows that the collection of saturated sets of a metric space X is PX 
that is every predicate on X is speciable For a discrete metric space the
metric topology coincides with the discrete topology
Closed and compact subsets of the space induced by a metric space X coincide
respectively with the closed and compact subsets of the metric space X as
dened in Section  see 
Proposition  Let X be a metric space and S  X  The set S is closed
in the metric topology if and only if the limit of every convergent sequence in
S is an element of S  Also S is compact in the metric topology if and only if
for every sequence in S there is a subsequence converging in S  
Every nonexpansive function f X 	 Y between two metric spaces is contin
uous with respect to their metric topologies However the converse does not
hold f is continuous if and only if
x

 X    x

 X  d
X
x

 x

    d
Y
f x

 f x

  
 Final remarks
Armative predicates on X can be described intensionally as continuous func
tions from the space X to the poset 
  f g with    taken with the
Alexandrov topology In fact we have an orderisomorphism
OX 


X 	
c


where X 	
c

 is the continuous function space ordered pointwise An interest
ing generalization would be to consider functions from X to the closed interval
of reals   These functions can be thought of as fuzzy predicates of X  The
value a function   X 	   assigns to an element x in X can be thought
of as a measure for the extent to which x is an element of  The connections
between fuzzy predicates and armative predicates have been exploited in
the context of generalized metric spaces by Lawvere  and more recently
in 


Bonsangue
We conclude this chapter with a few remarks on generalized metric spaces
Since they are not objects of study in the present work we give only pointers
to some of the literature
Generalized metric spaces provide a framework for the study of both pre
orders and ordinary metric spaces A generalized metric space consists of a
set X together with a distance function which does not need to be symmetric
Moreover dierent points can have zero distance Generalized metric spaces
were introduced by Lawvere  as an illustration of the thesis that fun
damental structures are categories and they were subsequently studied in a
topological context by Smyth  as computational spaces they combine
the qualitative information of observational preorders with the quantitative
behavioural information of a distance function
Some of the basic theory of generalized ultrametric spaces has been devel
oped in 
	 where an approach to the solution of recursive domain
equations is presented which extends both the ordertheoretic  and the
metric 
 approaches
Fundamental constructions for generalized ultrametric spaces like comple
tion 
 and powerdomains  reconcile respective constructions
for preorders and metric spaces
Both the Alexandrov and the Scott topology for preorders can be extended to
generalized metric spaces in a such way that for ordinary metric spaces they
both correspond to the metric topology  For the restricted class
of algebraic complete quasi metric spaces the generalized Scott topology has
been shown to be sober 

